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Details of Visit:

Author: AyrtonSenna2702
Location 2: Maida Vale
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 3 Oct 2013 17:00
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Maida Vale; perfectly acceptable. Back room needs a little more light.

The Lady:

As per her website photos and description. A absolutely gorgeous sexy girl. Tight toned figure.
Arrived (second time round!) dressed in sexy fitted dress, no lingerie and heels.  

The Story:

It seems to get better and better - but I suspect that is as much to do with me as the girl.

Lina was my choice in order to assist we with getting over falling for another girl at HOD (you know
who you are); we know how dangerous it can be when you get a bit girl struck. Problem is - Lina
didnt help; she was even more of a good time and I have to go back!

Lina showed up, very sweet with a hint of innocence about her - which gets me going even more!
Fab figure, tight, toned and ready to play.

My new action plan seems to be getting good results; i spend lots of time making the girl feel good;
at least 15/20 mins of pure pleasure on her; RO, FK, lots of tongue and helped along by little
vibrating friend; which Lina was a little apprehensive about, but within a few minutes she had in
hand and was using it. My goal is to make the girl cum at least twice during a session; yes yes I
know we all expect faking BUT i know when a girl actually cums; you can feel it and see it; a little
sweat, pushing away, asking for me, kissing you deeply and then bingo; Lina did twice. And when
she has she turns the tables and ravishes you to death. And Lina sure did that. The dress stayed on
for 20 mins but up round her waist; the heels stayed on the whole time as I demanded.

As Lina got hornier and hornier, she started to work me (FK, OWO, mish) - but in response I pushed
her further with some very dirty positions (kneeling holding her heels whilst i gently face fucked her;
making her talk dirty (which she doesn't really do - but with some firm requests, did). Legs up over
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my shoulders and really going with it. Often, she would use the vibrator too and that just made it
even better. I was working her (and me) hard and i loved it and really, i think she did too. Lina - you
can comment below if you dare!!

Lots of sweat, all sorts of sex, gagging, fingers, kissing, vibrator, cuming, all of it all of the time. She
is horny as hell and a girl with a killer body and attitude We did lots of FK and OWO and FK and
then we moved to cowgirl, mish and doggy - which she says she doesn't normally like but when i
watched her looking at herself in the mirror receiving a very hard and fast pounding, I know that
actually she loves it - at the right time.

I had an amazing 45 mins. the final 10 of which was her on top doing all she could to make me cum.
And that she did; about as hard as i have ever (well nearly) and an amazing finish to one of the best
experiences i have ever had.

Lina. I will be back soon for more. You up for that?
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